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NEW 64-SLICE CT SCANNER AT NEWPORT HOSPITAL 
 

NEWPORT – Newport Hospital and Health Services is pleased to announce it has recently 

installed the SOMATOM Perspective CT scanner from Siemens Medical Solutions.  The new 

scanner offers the ability to extend the range of available examinations to patients at reduced 

radiation dose. The price tag for the new technology was $498,703, and patients are already 

commenting on the speed and the “cool” look of the new scanner.  

The new scanner also means that NHHS meets the new Washington State CT imaging 

guidelines. For NHHS, compliance to these guidelines and patient safety are the new scanner’s 

greatest attributes. “In our continued efforts to deliver the best patient care, our new CT scanner 

incorporates dose-reduction technologies along with patient-centric features that streamline the 

scan making for a comfortable and more relaxed patient experience,” said Leif Furman, NHHS 

Radiology Manager. Furman explained that NHHS providers are also happy with the 50%-70% 

radiation dose reduction.   

NHHS began scans four days after the installation and that onsite training will continue 

through May.  The installation process included two weeks of old scanner removal, new scanner 

installation, new flooring, and overhead bracing installation to accommodate the new scanner.  

The SOMATOM Perspective can image all body regions and is able to detect small 

diagnostic details by using information from 64 slices. With the added benefit of a 38 mm wide 

detector, trade-offs between scan speed and image quality are not necessary. In addition, breath 

hold for patients is reduced thereby decreasing the need for rescans. Patients can be assured that 

this new scanner delivers best in class imaging while reducing radiation doses. 
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